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Looking for ways to get your kids to eat more veggies?Packed with creative recipes, this modern
approach to classic family comfort foods ups the nutritional ante—infusing TONS of healthful
vegetables into every dish (even snacks and desserts!)—while always putting flavor first.As a
chef and cookbook author, Nikki Dinki loves veggies. But like most parents, getting her kids to
love them is a work in progress. There will always be a side of veggies on their dinner plates, but
when those veggies go untouched, Nikki doesn’t stress. That’s because her cooking
incorporates vegetables at every turn: the kids may not have eaten their sides of peas, but they
ate cauliflower and sweet potatoes in their Mac and Cheese, devoured Green Eggs (with
spinach) and White Bean Pancakes for breakfast, and asked for seconds of the Zucchini Crust
Pizzas at lunch!Although the veggies are sometimes hidden—your kids will be eating
mushrooms and eggplant without thinking twice!—the real goal is using the qualities of each
vegetable to make each classic, family meals even better than the original version. In these
recipes, mushrooms enhance the beefy taste of the Mushroom and Onion Burgers, while
eggplant replaces egg for breading on Chicken Tenders and Chicken Parmesan, which keeps
them irresistibly moist.Inside, discover other delicious recipes that will become mealtime
staples, including: • Chicken Pot Pie with Sweet Potato Crust • Cauliflower + Yogurt Bagels •
Eggplant Parm Meatballs • Pumpkin Pasta Dough • Taco Meat (with Pinto Beans) • Mac and
Cheese with Caulilfower + Sweet Potato • Chicken Nuggets with Beans + Carrots • Creamed
Spinach Garlic Bread • Loaded Queso (with Squash) • Banana Carrot Oat Muffins • Eggplant
Marinara Sauce • Brooklyn Blackout Cake (with Beets + Avocado) • Sweet Potato Cinnamon
RollsBut fear not: there are no fancy ingredients or complicated cooking techniques. These easy,
accessible recipes have been tested hundreds of times, by Nikki and other parents, for surefire
family food wins! This collection of tried-and-true dishes will wow picky eaters and foodie
parents alike with creative veggie twists on breakfasts, lunches, dinners, snacks, sides, and
dessert.
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INTROI love veggies, but getting my kids to love them is a work in progress. I guess this
shouldn’t come as a surprise considering I didn’t willingly eat my first vegetable until the age of
20—the name “Picky Nikki” still follows me to this day. And although my kids are good eaters
(better than I ever was!), they aren’t great ones, so getting them to eat more vegetables is one of
my top priorities.I always include delicious veggies on their plates, but I don’t stress when those
veggies go untouched (which happens . . . often). That’s because my cooking incorporates
vegetables at every turn. The kids may not have eaten their peas at dinner, but they enjoyed
cauliflower and sweet potatoes in their mac and cheese, devoured spinach eggs at breakfast,
and asked for more eggplant chicken tenders at lunch!What I’ve learned—and what might
surprise you—is that veggies aren’t just good for our bodies; they also have the potential to
enhance the flavor, texture, and overall deliciousness of our favorite dishes. For instance, the
finely chopped mushrooms in my burgers intensify the beefy flavor while melting into the patty,
and the roasted eggplant I use to replace eggs for breading chicken keeps the chicken
irresistibly moist while adding the most delightful touch of smokiness (get ready for some
insanely delicious chicken Parm). And yes, it’s pretty fun—and 100 percent satisfying—to watch
my kids eat mushrooms and eggplant in these ways when they would never touch them
otherwise.What’s really great is that cooking this way requires no fancy ingredients or
complicated cooking techniques—hey, sometimes I don’t even have time for a shower; I can’t be
spending hours on dinner! These are easy, accessible recipes that have been tested hundreds
of times, by both me and other parents, to ensure that they work—every time, in every kitchen—
perfectly. This book is a collection of my most tried-and-true dishes, ones that wow both picky
eaters and foodie parents alike. The recipes here are simply the best mashed potatoes, chicken
tenders, and penne alla vodka you will ever have—and they also just so happen to be jam-
packed with high-protein beans and nutrient-rich vegetables. Soon you’ll be sitting back with a
full belly at a quiet table, vaguely remembering that, oh yeah, your super satisfying, dinner party–
worthy meal also contained veggies. TONS. OF. VEGGIES!ABOUT ME, “PICKY NIKKI” DINKII
grew up right smack in the middle of a big family of five kids. Life was delightfully loud and there



was always someone running around the house, usually hitting up “the loop”—through the
kitchen, down the hallway, around that hairpin turn in the foyer, over the cat, past the living room
couches, and back into the kitchen, grabbing a handful of Lucky Charms for the victory lap.
Whew!In all that chaos, it probably wasn’t hard to miss the little girl sneaking away from the
dinner table to throw her veggies down the open air vent (I didn’t confess until the smell became
unbearable). I gave my parents a run for their money; I was a picky eater from day one, and I was
stubborn as all hell. If my mom said I couldn’t leave the table until I ate my dinner, I simply didn’t
leave—I sat there like a statue until she gave up and sent me to bed. If my parents forced me to
try something new, I would act like a person with a spider in her pants, jumping, screaming, and
rolling on the floor as soon as it touched my lips. So when I was 10 years old, they threw in the
towel; I was allowed to eat whatever I wanted, but my mom was not going to make me a
separate meal—I would have to cook for myself.Well! This preteen chef whipped up a dizzying
array of meals, including ramen noodles, mac and cheese, and cereal, all in constant rotation.
As a kid, I was happy as a clam with this diet plan, but as an adult, I discovered that my body
couldn’t take the lack of nutrition any longer. I wasn’t getting what I needed to keep up with long
nights bartending and early mornings pursuing the arts in NYC. And it was downright
embarrassing ordering off the kids’ menu on first dates. It was time to change, and that was
scary.At 20 years old, I still hated veggies—with one exception: I had started eating jarred
marinara sauce over pasta (only one particular brand, of course). So when considering giving
veggies a shot, I thought that since my taste buds were actually okay with this jarred sauce,
eating a raw tomato couldn’t be that far off, right? I took a baby step and cooked actual
tomatoes, adding them to the “Picky Nikki”–approved store-bought marinara sauce. It was
different, but not too different, and I got used to it. From there, I started making my own simple
three-ingredient sauce and slowly learned to like that as well. Through a long process of cooking
the tomatoes less and less, I actually got to a point where I could say—with a straight face—that
I liked, and possibly even, gulp, loved tomatoes.So then I thought, If I could go from hating
tomatoes to loving them, what else could I add to my list?I tried more vegetables, and tried and
tried, and cooked and cooked. It was years in the making, but the love affair blossomed and I
found my veggie soul mates. And my cooking grew too! This new love of eating and cooking was
a beautiful whirlwind that took over my other creative pursuits and became the focus of my home
and work life. I felt like I was finally on the right path, and who could have ever imagined it would
be a path paved with veggies?I tell you all of this because if your kids (or you!) are on the picky
side, I come to you from a place of understanding. I’ve been there. And although I’m all about the
veggies now, Picky Nikki is still somewhere inside me. I empathize with her and listen to her
when making and testing these recipes. I don’t want to push the flavors too far, but I am giving a
little nudge to create dishes that not only are more nutritious but are the ultimate versions of
everything we love.MORE NUTRITIOUS COOKING!Some people will flip through this cookbook
and be appalled to see ingredients like butter, sugar, and white flour. “I thought this was a
healthy cookbook!” they will say. Well, that depends on your definition of healthy. To me, the



version of healthy you’ll find in this book can be summed up as “more nutritious cooking.” Take
my flagship mac and cheese recipe, for instance; it’s definitely more nutritious than your average
mac—there are 6 cups of veggies in it! But in that comfort-food classic, the mac is no good
without the cheese, so you can be sure there’s plenty of that too.This way of thinking all started
when I found myself asking similar questions over and over:•When we make a “healthy” version
of something, why does it have to be SO healthy?•Why does a dish have to go from 500 calories
to 50?•Why does a cauliflower Alfredo sauce have to be made with only pureed cauliflower?
(Gross! What happened to the butter and Parm?)•Why can’t we find the middle ground—and
make something that ups the nutritional ante but still tastes great and stays true to the original?
And because I couldn’t find the answers, I decided to redefine “healthy” myself. Don’t get me
wrong, I’m not saying that I can’t make you an ultra-flavorful, low-cal, low-carb meal that will
knock your socks off. But what I am saying is that I can’t make you mac and cheese without
actual cheese or brownies without sugar—at least, not if you want to love them as much as your
grandma’s.So, this is a healthy cookbook—in a way that’s a little old-school and a little new-
school. I don’t want to revamp your family’s whole diet, but I do want to give you incredibly
delicious, easy options for cooking with and eating more and more veggies. Wholesome,
homemade meals with tons of veggies—this is definitely healthy cooking to me.NOT A
REPLACEMENT FOR A SIDE OF VEGGIESThat said, these recipes are not replacements for
whole vegetables. I still give my kids raw and cooked whole veggies like broccoli, sweet
potatoes, and carrots at every meal. I watch as they slowly get used to the unadulterated flavors
and textures of those veggies, and I stick to it, putting them on their plates again and again (and I
try not to get discouraged when it’s me who ends up eating them again and again). Eventually,
though, they pick up those veggies, taste them, eat them, and even—over time—learn to love
them. This approach is working for us, and it might just work for you.Besides continuing to put
carrots or broccoli on their plates, I encourage you to cook with your kids, to involve them in the
process of incorporating those veggies into their foods. My kids help me measure the cups of
spinach that make up their favorite Double Chocolate Chip Muffins, and they love squishing the
peas for their weekly requested Pea Guacamole. They may not taste those ingredients strongly
in the finished products, but they will start to think positively about them and will be more inclined
to give those veggies a shot in their whole form one day.My eating journey took me from hating
vegetables to loving them, so I know from experience that the more my kids eat veggies, the
more they’ll like them. Those whole veggies on their plates along with the more subtle ones
swimming throughout my recipes are all great steps in the right direction. And even if you are as
veggie averse as your kids, I promise you can do this! Honestly, if “Picky Nikki” can do it, anyone
can.ABOUT THE RECIPESThese days, I have a lot of professional titles—Chef, Author, TV
Host, Most Animated (and Slightly Ridiculous) Bedtime Story Reader—but the title I hold in
highest regard is that of Recipe Developer. That might seem obvious since you’re reading a
book of my personally developed recipes. But a true recipe developer is someone who goes
beyond jotting down a recipe they just made for dinner. My recipes go through an intense



process. There’s brainstorming, writing, testing, testing, testing, testing, crowd-sourced testing,
more brainstorming, and more testing, and finally the polished version comes to you. I want to
anticipate your problems, give you the substitutions when I know you’ll need them, and figure out
what pitfalls or questions might pop up as you go along. And then, of course, I want more than
just my family to agree that each recipe is absolutely, undeniably, ridiculously delicious!EASY +
THOUGHTFULOne reason I test so thoroughly is that I’m making a constant effort to streamline
my recipes. If I think I can shave 10 minutes off your cook time, I’m going to do it (that’s 10
minutes you could use to shake a cocktail, text that school mom back, and post about your
awesomeness on Instagram). And if the traditional version of a recipe always calls for egg whites
—or worse, eggs at room temperature (who ever remembers to do that?)—you know I’m going
to test to see whether those scary, whole, straight-from-the-fridge eggs really are a deal-breaker.
(Spoiler alert! They rarely are.)I also consider the best tools for the job. I try the recipes in every
appliance and pan I can find to give you options for using what’s most convenient for you. And
after all that testing, I’ll let you know when that cast-iron pan or food processor actually is vital to
the final outcome.I GOT YOUR BACKI want you to feel like I’ve always got your back—because I
do. The batter looks too thick? Eh, no worries—Nikki said right here that it might “look as thick as
pizza dough.” Cookies not forming? Oh, it’s okay, Nikki said if that happens, I should add more
flour.My biggest fear is that you’ll feel lost halfway through a recipe or invest your precious time
and have a total mess of a dish in the end. I know everyone tells you how easy cooking is, and it
can be, but there is a lot to learn. The good news is that I have squeezed every word I could into
this book to help you with anything and everything that might come up. And when you are
looking for a short cut, Hack It is here with ways to veggie-fy store-bought ingredients. And
Freeze It is here to help with all your make-ahead and meal prep plans. Take this journey with me
—know that you can make pierogies, homemade pasta, and your own jam—and I am here to
help.A WORD ON THE INGREDIENTSWhen it comes to ingredients, I take a hard look at what
makes an impact on a recipe’s outcome and what can be cut. And I’m always striving to make
shopping easy and to leave you with minimal waste or “extra” ingredients (I want you to be able
to use up that entire can of pumpkin once you’ve opened it). And if I can’t find a way to use
something up, you better believe I’ll offer you clever ways to store it and use it in other recipes.I
also want you to be able to shop for these recipes anywhere. There will be no need to hunt
around at gourmet shops for yucca or truffled Brie. In this book, you will find only two ingredients
I consider “specialty”—wheat germ and chia seeds (see What You Need to Know on page 9).
And although they might be a little special, they’re both becoming widely available, and you’ll
find that they last forever. But that’s not to say they’re going to sit in your pantry—I use them in
tons of recipes throughout the book (always giving substitutions if they’re just not your thing).
Soon you’ll learn just how they can transform your cooking by adding serious nutritional punches
and very little extra effort.All in all, these thoughtful little features add up to make my recipes as
fast and easy as possible. You should be spending more time around the table eating and
enjoying with family and friends than sweating in the kitchen.CLASSIC, REMIX + TOP 10Not



sure where to start your veggie journey? Well, there are three different designations in this book
meant to guide you on your way: Classic, Remix, and the revered Top Ten.classic Looking for the
most old-school version of a recipe—something like traditional, buttery biscuits? Just keep your
eye out for the recipes with the Classic flag. You’ll get those same flavors and textures you’re
used to, and although there will always be a veggie twist (hello, there’s zucchini in your biscuits!),
it will be a more subtle one.remix Then, when you’re ready to take it up a notch, Remix is there
for you. These recipe versions are inspired by the classics but take things a step further in terms
of the veggie twists. For instance, the Remix of those buttery biscuits mentioned above are my
Carrot Biscuits—inviting you in with a vibrant orange sunrise color and crunchy cinnamon–brown
sugar topping.top ten And when you are simply looking for a “wow!” recipe jam-packed with
veggies and sure to become your new favorite masterpiece to bring to a party, check out the Top
Ten. These were voted on by hundreds of people and are a great place to start your veggie
adventure.RECIPE CHECKLISTWhen I love a cookbook, I find it helpful to check off the recipes
I’ve made, make notes about the dish, and even give ratings so I remember all my favorites. So,
on page 250 you’ll find a Recipe Checklist where you can do all these things that much more
easily. And if you want to be a More Veggies Please MVP!, see if you can make them all!
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Stefanie, “Professional Chef Review- 5 stars. Everything seems to be plant based or vegan
these days, I’m a true carnivore but I do always look for ways to get more vegetables into my
meals in a delicious way. This book does exactly that- Nikki snuck vegetables into unexpected
recipes that go undetected where they should, and contrastingly, stand out as the star of the
dish as a flavor enhancement in surprising ways. This book has it all from quick weeknight
meals, to special occasions, there’s a recipe loaded with extra nutrition and delicious vegetables
at every page turn. The food photographs are helpful and stunning and the instructions are
super simple for even the most novice homecook. Highly highly recommend, and I’m a
professional chef, too!”

A Lynn, “Delicious. The instructions are clear, the ingredients are easy to find at the grocery
store, and the recipes are for classic dishes that have been reimagined with veggies. While this
says, “kid-approved” and “family-friendly,” the flavors are what your grown-up palate
craves.While most recipes can be made without special equipment, if you have a food processor
and/or blender you will find yourself reaching for them frequently. Ingredients are listed with size,
weight, and volume (2 medium carrots, 5 ounces, chopped 1 cup) so you can’t go wrong.
Features like ‘what to make with what you have’ and notes on freezer friendly dishes will make
everything so convenient these recipes are sure to become staples.This cookbook will invite you
to question what you think about food. Can an entire container of spinach disappear into
chocolate chip muffins? Yes. Is it possible to add carrot juice to biscuits and still taste like the
ones grandma used to make? Yes, and they'll turn the beautiful golden color. And yes, a veggie
burger can hold up on the grill and pack a bbq flavor punch.Get in the kitchen and be inspired by
Nikki’s recipes. You’ll love it.”

Melissa Baker, “You need this cookbook!. This cookbook is amazing! I had the wonderful
opportunity to be apart of a test group and tested every single recipe prior to this cookbook
being released. All of these recipes are kid approved (including my own) and also have a veggie
twist. Some of my favorite recipes from this cookbook are Willa’s lemon bars (with butternut
squash), cauliflower bagels, Penne a la Vodka (with zucchini), double chocolate chip muffins
(with spinach), and apple carrot oatmeal. All of these recipes have been made over and over
again and are now some of my family’s favorite recipes. They always make it into our monthly
meal rotation. I love to make large batches of all of the muffin recipes to freeze and have on
hand. These meals are also great to prep on Sunday to make the week day cooking go quicker.”

A. Thomas, “I am enjoying the new ideas.... I am so happy to have a cookbook with some new,
unique ideas. I get so bored of the same breakfast, lunches and snacks. This book as given me
some great new ideas to add to our family staples.A few helpful changes to our family cooking
so far...- Strawberry Chia Seed pudding (page 34) has replaced greek yogurt in our parfaits



every other week- Granola Bars (page 202) are a regular in lunchboxes (including mine too!)-
Double Chocolate Muffins (page 49) a new after school snack option- Sweet Potato Tortillas
(page 88) great for everything - with hummus, for tacos, etc.I am excited to try a bunch of
additional recipes and will look at other reviews for more suggestions. Who knew I'd be buying
bags of spinach and cans of beans to add to various things I cook already (pesto, muffins,
brownies, etc.)On another note - I really like the great photos in this book. Very pleasing to look
at, and helpful for making decisions on what to cook.”

Erin, “Recipe Book Perfection. I don't normally leave reviews on things, but I LOVE this
cookbook. I really like Nikki's first cookbook, but this one is even better. As a busy mom of 3 little
kids, I can totally manage these recipes; they aren't overly involved and don't use hard to find or
expensive ingredients. And the recipes I've tried so far have been delicious (and kid approved!).
So far we've tried the Cheesy Green Eggs, Zucchini French Toast, Banana Carrot Oatmeal
Muffins, Pumpkin Granola, Double Chocolate Chip Muffins, Lemon Blueberry Muffins, Sweet
Potato Grilled Cheese, Sweet Potato Tortillas, Veggie Mac & Cheese, Zucchini Pizza Crust, and
Sweet Potato Cinnamon Rolls and they've all been winners. There are so many other recipes
that I'm excited to try in this book. Unlike some recipe books where you only like a few of the
recipes, every single recipe in here looks worth making for me and my kids. As the introduction
of the book says, it's not a substitute for serving whole veggies, but if you're going to be cooking/
baking something anyway, why not add a veggie boost? Especially when the results are so tasty.
Thank you, Nikki, for a brilliant cookbook! This is exactly what I needed.”

Karen Pizzolato, “A yummy must have!!. We had the opportunity to recipe test for this book,
which means we’ve had the delicious joy of eating these recipes for a year already. Through the
testing process Nikki made sure each recipe is not only as yummy as it can be, but also that the
recipe is clear and easy to follow. So many recipes have become our family favorites, and I love
that even the desserts have so much added nutrition. The chocolate muffins (well really all the
muffins), pierogis, Nutella hummus, and pot pie are just a few of the recipes from this book that
we make over and over again.”

Georgia, “Not just for kids!. This book is a great addition to any kitchen looking for delicious
foods for family and friends of all ages. The veggies are an added bonus for little ones, but the
taste will satisfy the adults too. Try the sweet potato cinnamon buns, zucchini pizza dough and
the vodka sauce…you won’t be disappointed.There are so many added details in this book that
really make it stand out.; the recipe checklist with a spot for notes, freezer friendly recipes and
flagged recipes letting you know the top ten favorites and classics. This is the kind of cookbook
you will want to cook your way through and return to over and over again.”

cheri, “This is a fantastic cookbook. I’m getting veggies into my family and they don’t even know



it!”

The book by Nikki Dinki has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 342 people have provided feedback.
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